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OUTLINE !
1. Communications between health care providers and patient !
1.1 Communications between medical care providers and patient !
ü Georgia does not recognize a common-law or statutory physician-patient privilege.  Veasley v. State, 275 Ga. 

516, 518 (2002) (citation omitted). !
1.2 Communications between mental health care providers and patient  !
ü The object of the psychiatrist-patient privilege is to encourage the full trust of the patient so as to persuade 

him to reveal his innermost feelings and private acts so that the psychiatrist may give the most effective 
treatment.  Hicks v. Talbot Recovery System, Inc., 196 F. 3d 1226 (11th Cir. 1999). !

1.Mental health care providers subject to / covered by the privilege !
1.1.clinical nurse specialist in psychiatric / mental health O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (7) !
1.2.licensed clinical social worker O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (7)  !
1.3.licensed marriage and family therapist O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (7) !
1.4.licensed professional counselor O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (7)  !
1.5.Psychiatrist O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (5)  !
ü We hold the psychiatrist patient privilege extends to a person authorized to practice medicine who devotes a 

substantial portion of his or her time in the diagnosis or treatment of emotional condition, including alcohol 
drug addiction.  Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 594 (1994). !

ü Although there is no privilege for general physician-patient communications in Georgia, two statutes extend a 
privilege against disclosure to the confidential communications between a psychiatrist or licensed 
psychologist and patient.  OCGA §24-9-21(5) provides for the exclusion of the communications between a 
psychiatrist and patient on the grounds of public policy.  The purpose of the privilege is to encourage the 
patient to talk freely without fear of disclosure and embarrassment, thus enabling the psychiatrist to render 
effective treatment of the patient's emotional or mental disorders. Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 594 (1994) 
(citations omitted). !

ü Communications between the psychiatrist and patient are protected because most psychiatric analysis and 
treatment must come from the mind of the patient.  Among physicians, the psychiatrist has a special need to 
maintain confidentiality.  His capacity to help his patients is completely dependent upon their willingness and 
ability to talk freely.  This makes it difficult if not impossible for him to function without being able to assure 
his patients of confidentiality and, indeed, privileged communication.  A threat to secrecy blocks successful 
treatment.  Consistent with this purpose, we interpret "psychiatrist" in OCGA §24-9-21 to mean "a person 
licensed to practice medicine, or reasonably believed by the patient so to be, who devotes a substantial 
portion of his or her time engaged in the diagnosis and treatment of a mental or emotional condition, 
including alcohol or drug addiction.  This definition protects the communications of the patient who seeks 
treatment for mental disorders from a medical doctor with the expectation that the communications will be 
confidential.  It acknowledges the absence of a general physician-patient privilege in this state by restricting 
the privilege to medical doctors who spend a significant amount of time diagnosing and treating mental 
illness.  It is consistent with the cases in this court that have allowed medical doctors to testify as an expert 
about mental conditions, such as the sanity of criminal defendants.  Finally, the definition is fair in protecting 
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people who need psychiatric treatment but live in an area of the state not served by a physician who has 
completed post-graduate training in psychiatry. Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 594 (1994) (citations omitted). !

ü Dr. Wiles is the doctor to whom Union County Mental Health Department refers patients for psychiatric 
treatment.  Dr. Wiles testified that she treats one-third of her patients for mental problems, considers 
counseling as part of her medical practice, and has treated the patient involved in this case for a mental 
condition for two years.  Dr. Wiles is a licensed medical doctor who spends a substantial portion of her time 
treating mental and emotional conditions.  Therefore, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in determining 
that Dr. Wiles' patient is entitled to the benefit of the psychiatrist-patient privilege. Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 
594 (1994). !

1.6.Psychologist O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (6)  !
2. Scope of privilege !
2.1. What is covered by the privilege !
2.1.1. Communications between mental health care provider and patient !
ü As a matter of public policy Georgia excludes communications between psychiatrist and patient.  This 

privilege is absolute although it may be waived.  The requisite confidential relationship existed.  Without a 
waiver, there was no basis for admission of testimony about communications between psychiatrist and 
patient. Freeman v. State, 196 Ga. App. 343, 343-44 (1990) (citations omitted). !

ü Communications between psychiatrist and patient are of course privileged.  Nor does the privilege cease with 
the death of the client. Boggess v. Aetna Life Insurance Company, 128 Ga. App. 190, 191 (1973) (citation 
omitted). !

2.1.2. Observations, opinions, and conclusions of the mental health care provider !
ü Privilege includes observations, opinions and conclusions of the psychiatrist.  The psychiatrist may not reveal 

indirectly what he may not reveal directly.  He may not reveal a communication by couching it as an 
inference, evaluation, observation or conclusion.  See Mrozinski v. Pogue, 205 Ga. App. 731, 734 (1992). !

2.1.3. Communications between or among mental health care providers O.C.G.A. §24-9-21 (8)  !
2.2.What is not covered by the privilege !
2.2.1. The fact and dates of treatment !
ü The privilege does not preclude discovery of the fact and dates of treatment.  Plunkett v. Ginsburg, 456 S.E. 

2d 595 (Ga. App. 1995). !
ü Evidence showing the fact of employment of or treatment by a psychiatrist is not privileged. National Stop 

Smoking Clinic - Atlanta, Inc. v. Dean, 190 Ga. App. 289 (1989). !
1.2.2.2.2 Medical records (see § 2.1.2 of this outline) !
2.3. Test for privilege to apply !
ü Georgia law protects as privileged confidential communications between a psychiatrist or licensed 

psychologist and a patient.  For these privileges to attach, the patient voluntarily must have sought the 
assistance of the psychiatrist or psychologist.  Additionally, these confidentiality privileges exist only when 
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professional treatment was given or contemplated.  Unless waived, these confidentiality privileges are 
absolute.  Hicks v. Talbott Recovery System, Inc., 196 F. 3d 1226 (11th Cir. 1999) (citations omitted). !

ü In the present case the appellee went to the psychiatrist on her own volition for the purpose of gaining 
professional psychiatric assistance, thus creating the requisite confidential relationship of psychiatrist and 
patient.  Under these circumstances the appellee could claim the privilege and the trial court did not err in 
denying appellant's motion to depose appellee's psychiatrist. Kimble v. Kimble, 240 Ga. 100, 101 (1977). !

ü The court admitted a Clayton Court-Flint River Center Family Information Perspective ("questionnaire") that 
the victim discovered mixed in with his papers in a box in Manning's apartment.  The trial court did not abuse 
its discretion in admitting the questionnaire into evidence.  Before a person can invoke the confidentiality 
privilege under OCGA §24-9-21(5), she must show that the requisite psychologist-patient or psychiatrist-
patient relationship existed to the extent that treatment was given or contemplated.  In this case, Manning 
failed to show that a professional relationship had been actually contemplated or formed or psychological 
treatment rendered to her or her daughter.  Manning offered no appointment records, office receipts, or any 
evidence to even suggest that a confidential professional relationship existed.  The questionnaire was not 
obtained from a medical provider or from the unauthorized disclosure of clinical records but from a box in her 
apartment.  Moreover, Manning offered no evidence that the information she provided in the questionnaire 
was ever imparted to a medical professional.  So it cannot not be said that the document constituted a 
privileged communication within the meaning of OCGA 24-9-21(5) or (6).  Manning v. State, 231 Ga. App. 
584, 584-85 (1998) (citations omitted). !

ü Before the psychiatrist-patient communications privilege may be invoked, the requisite relationship of 
psychiatrist and patient must have existed, to the extent that treatment was given or contemplated.  The 
evidence, construed most favorably to Mrozinski, shows he consulted Pogue for treatment and assistance for 
himself in his family relations, particularly with his daughter.  He sought assurance from Pogue that the 
therapy sessions would be confidential and he relied on these assurances by joining in the therapy with his 
daughter, and in reliance on those assurances he communicated freely with Pogue.  Pogue in his affidavit 
asserts that Mrozinski was not his patient.  Pogue also relies heavily on Mrozinski's testimony that treatment 
and recovery of his daughter were his first priority.  However, the very use of the word priority gives rise to 
the inference there were other objectives in Mrozinski's participation in family therapy.  In the affidavit which 
is the subject of this suit, Dr. Pogue stated: "It would be my recommendation that the father continue in the 
therapy process himself and begin to focus on his issues separate from his daughter.  This statement, with all 
inferences drawn in favor of Mrozinski, indicates that some therapy was begun as to Mrozinski during these 
sessions.  The fact that Mrozinski was charged an additional fee when he participated in family therapy with 
his daughter is not controlling on the issue whether Mrozinski was a patient, but is may be considered by the 
jury.  Mrozinski v. Pogue, 205 Ga. App 731, 732 (1992). !

ü The psychiatrist-patient privilege is not diminished by the fact that the patient sought or contemplated 
treatment jointly with other persons, or primarily for the benefit of another person who is in treatment by the 
same psychiatrist.  The object of the privilege is to encourage the full trust of the patient so as to persuade him 
to reveal his innermost feelings and private acts so that the psychiatrist may give the most effective treatment.  
The privilege may be particularly important where the psychiatrist, in treating one person and knowing of 
another's deep concern for that person, encourages him to participate in therapy with the original patient.  The 
strongest public policy considerations militate against allowing a psychiatrist to encourage a person to 
participate in joint therapy, to obtain his trust and extract all his confidences and place him in the most 
vulnerable position, and then abandon him on the trash heap of lost privilege.  Mrozinski v. Pogue, 205 Ga. 
App 731, 733 (1992). !

2.3.1. Patient voluntarily sought the assistance of mental health care provider !
ü The psychiatrist-patient privilege does not apply to communications between a court-appointed psychiatrist 

and defendant during mental examinations in preparation for a criminal trail because the requisite 
professional relationship does not exist. Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 594 (1994). 
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!
ü There is generally a privilege concerning communications between psychiatrist and patient.  There is also a 

privilege concerning communications between a licensed psychologist and client.  In either case, where the 
psychiatrist or psychologist is appointed by the court to conduct a preliminary examination of the defendant, 
the psychiatrist or psychologist is a witness for the court, and the privilege does not apply.  Christenson v. 
State, 261 Ga. 80, 84 (1991). !

ü The record shows that Sullivan voluntarily sought assistance from the psychiatrists who examined her.  The 
requisite confidential relationship of psychiatrist and patient is thus established.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 357, 
358 (1986). !

2.3.2. Treatment given or contemplated !
ü Kidd was taken to Hall to further the investigation of the Matthews murder case.  The improvement of Kidd's 

memory was the result desired, and in performing this service Hall acted as a paid agent of the state, indeed, 
as an investigative arm of the prosecution.  It is clear to this court that the therapeutic services rendered by 
Hall, if any, were merely incidental to his investigative mission and that the claim of privilege constitutes 
nothing more than a sham and a façade. Emmett v. Ricketts, 397 F. Supp. 1025, 1038 (1975). !

ü Before the psychiatrist-patient communications privilege may be invoked, the requisite relationship of 
psychiatrist and patient must have existed, to the extent that treatment was given or contemplated.  Strickland 
v. State, 260 Ga. 28, 30 (1990); Massey v. State, 226 Ga. 703, 704 (1970). !

ü There is no psychiatrist-patient privilege where a witness agrees to be interviewed by an expert called by the 
state.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 357, 361 (1986) (citation omitted). !

2.4. Abrogating the privilege !
2.4.1. Confrontation clause; relation between privilege and defendant’s right to cross-examination 

and impeachment of state witnesses (Bobo issues) !
ü When the privilege of a witness stands in the way of the defendant's right to confront the witnesses against 

him, then, upon a proper showing by the defendant, the balance must be tipped in favor of his constitutional 
rights and the search for the truth.  Thus, we must conclude that in a proper case a witness' statutory privilege 
must give way where the countervailing interests in the truth-seeking process demand such a result.  Bobo v. 
State, 256 Ga. 357, 359-60 (1986) (citations omitted).  !
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!
ü The majority opinion removes the absolute protection of privileges, which our law has recognized for many 

decades, and casts them upon the doubtful scales of another "balancing" test.  All of this done in the name of 
"confrontation."  Yet, it need not be.  Generally speaking, the confrontation clause guarantees an opportunity 
for effective cross-examination, not cross-examination that is effective in whatever way, and to whatever 
extent, the defense might wish.  I would not inflate the concept of "confrontation" to admit of an inquisitorial 
scrutiny into private concerns that long have shielded by the statutory law of our state.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 
357, 362 (1986) (concurring opinion) (citations omitted).  1!

ü In any action, the actual communications between a psychiatrist and a patient would be relevant to the 
patient's mental state and would constitute the most objective evidence thereof.  Nevertheless, the legislature 
has clearly expressed its intent that, as a matter of public policy, psychiatrist-patient communications are to be 
privileged and are to remain privileged even though the patient's care and treatment or the nature and extent 
of his injuries have been put at issue in any civil or criminal proceeding.  To hold that communications 
between the patient and her psychiatrist have lost their privileged character and are discoverable merely 
because they are the most objective evidence of the relevant issue of he decedent's mental state would 
contravene the legislature's express intent.  Plunkett v. Ginsburg, 456 S.E. 2d 595 (Ga. App. 1995). !

ü There is a statutory psychiatrist-patient privilege.  The record does not reflect the rape victim waived her 
statutory privilege.  Confrontation of a witness was not involved.  The psychiatrist was not a witness and the 
victim was subject to unrestricted cross-examination.  The privilege applied.  The enumeration is without 
merit.  Tiller v. State, 159 Ga. App. 557 (1981). !

2.4.1.1. Two part test for abrogating privilege !
ü In order to abrogate the psychiatrist-patient privilege, the defendant must make a showing of necessity, that is, 

that the evidence in question is critical to his defense and that substantially similar evidence is otherwise 
unavailable to him.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 357, 360 (1986). !

2.4.1.1.1. Necessity !
2.4.1.1.2. Substantially similar evidence is not otherwise available !
ü Officer Sullivan was questioned about her statements to other state witnesses concerning her official reports 

and her lineup identification.  Additionally, the trial court admitted the testimony of another psychiatrist who 
was hired by the police to help Sullivan recall the description of the perpetrator through the use of sodium 
pentothal.  He and the hypnotist were examined concerning what she had disclosed to them.  We thus hold 
that the defendant has failed to show the necessity for the admission of this privileged information and the 
trial court properly refused to grant his request.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 357, 361-62 (1986) (citation omitted). !

2.4.1.2. Procedure (Bobo hearing) !
ü The privilege established by OCGA §24-9-21(5) prohibits the defendant from engaging in a "fishing 

expedition" regarding a witness' consultations with a psychiatrist.  Therefor, a defendant may not explore 
such evidence unless he makes allegations sufficient to establish a prima facie need for its discovery by a 
proper motion for a pretrial hearing.  At the ensuing inquiry, the psychiatrist would be available to the 
defendant for discovery of his findings and any statements made by the patient-witness to him material to the 
issues on trial.  The trial court must, consistent with the demands of due process, then delineate those 
communications available to the defense for use at trial.  Conversely, any communications not central to the 

   There were seven justices on the court.  Justice Weltner's concurring opinion was joined by Justice Marshall and 1

Justice Smith.  Justice Bell concurred in judgement only.  Justice Gregory dissented.  In the majority opinion Justice 
Hunt was joined by only one other justice.  The majority opinion is actually a plurality opinion.  Justice Weltner's 
position garnered more support than any other position.
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defense must remain privileged and inadmissible at trial.  Bobo v. State, 256 Ga. 357, 360 (1986) (citation 
omitted). !

2.4.2. Presence of third parties other than mental health care providers !
2.4.2.1. Presence of spouse does not abrogate the privilege !
ü Communications between husband and wife and between psychiatrist and patient are protected under OCGA 

§24-9-21.  While it is true that the presence of a third party will sometimes destroy the privileged nature of 
communications we hold that there is a strong public policy in favor of preserving the confidentiality of 
psychiatric-patient confidences where a third party is present as a necessary or customary participant in the 
consultation and treatment.  This public policy in favor of protecting these confidences is strengthened when 
the third party is the communicant's spouse, in which case the communicant may also invoke the marital 
privilege under OCGA §24-9-21(1). Sims v. State, 215 Ga. 877, 880-81 (1984) (citations omitted). !

ü It is clear from the defendant's testimony that she and the victim were jointly seeking psychiatric counseling 
for marital problems.  As such we find that the victim was a necessary participant in the psychiatric sessions 
and his communications to the psychiatrist were entitled to protection.  This privilege survives the death of 
the communicant.  The presence of the victim's spouse, also a necessary participant in treatment, does not 
destroy the privilege.  The trial court did not err in refusing to allow the psychiatrist to testify to the victim's 
communications. Sims v. State, 215 Ga. 877, 881 (1984) (citations omitted). !

3. Waiver of privilege !
ü A patient who is a party may waive the privilege by calling the psychiatrist as a witness to testify about the 

party's mental condition. Wiles v. Wiles, 264 Ga. 594 (1994). !
ü By calling the doctor as his witness and allowing him to testify as to the mental condition of the accused the 

defense waived the right to object to relevant cross examination of the doctor on the ground that such matter 
was privileged communication between patient and psychiatrist.  Fields v. State, 221 Ga. 307, 309 (1965). !

2. Medical records !
2.1 Medical records are not privileged !
2.1.1 Records of medical treatment !
2.1.2 Records of mental health treatment !
ü The privacy interest of a patient in the confidentiality of her medical records and the societal interest in 

encouraging the free flow of information between patient and psychotherapist are not absolute and, in the 
context of this criminal trial, must yield to the paramount right of the defense to cross-examine effectively the 
witness in a criminal case.  U.S. v. Lindstrom, 698 F. 2d 1154, 1167 (11th Cir. 1983). !

ü Although a trial court should seek to prevent the disclosure of embarrassing, irrelevant information 
concerning a witness, it is an abuse of discretion to preclude defense counsel from obtaining relevant 
information, and the witness' privacy must yield to the paramount right of the defense to cross-examine 
effectively the witness in a criminal case.  U.S. v. Lindstrom, 698 F. 2d 1154, 1167 (11th Cir. 1983). !

ü While psychiatric records are not absolutely privileged, communications between a psychiatrist and patient 
are absolutely privileged and the privilege must be waived as a pre-condition of discovery.  Plunkett v. 
Ginsburg, 456 S.E. 2d 595 (Ga. App. 1995). !

2.2 Procedure for obtaining medical records 
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!
2.2.1 Defendant’s medical records !
ü Existing search warrant procedures provide adequate protections for a defendant’s privacy rights under both 

the Georgia and United States Constitutions, … the State does not violate a defendant’s right to privacy or 
due process in obtaining a search warrant for medical records without notice or a hearing.  Ellis v. State, 275 
Ga. App. 881, 884 (2005) (citation omitted). !

2.2.2 Victim’s medical records !
2.2.3 Witness’s medical records


